Stuffed Animal Making Fundraisers

made by you
SCHOOL & FUNDRAISING EVENT KITS

These kits are designed to provide a school or registered charity with a great activity for the
kids and help you raise much needed money for your group.

Animal Packages*
Fundraising?
Run a Win-a-Bear
Raffle to raise an
additional $100.

Sell each ticket for $1

Hand
Stuff

Stuffing a bear/animal by hand is a personal, creative and a beary cool activity to
fundraise with, plus you only pay per skin that you use*.
You should be able to sell these 40cm bears for between $15 and $25. You need
to commit to at least one of the quantity options below. Our minimum order is
50 skins*
We guarantee to provide at least 8 designs from our ALL SORTS range. Order
forms are available for you to send out prior to the event to help with pre-sales.
SKINS $9.50 per skin for 100+ | $12 per skin for 70+ | $14 per skin for 50+
CLOTHES $8 each for 100+ | $9 each for 70 + | $10 each for 50+
SOUND CHIPS $5 each - to record you own voice
DELIVERY $50 for orders 0-100 Skins or $100 for all other orders

Recent Sales
Sceggs P&F
$6,100
Ormiston College P&C
$2,150
Genisis College P&F
$5,050
*Not available with any other package or promotion. Includes: Skins, Fluff, Love Inserts and Birth Certificates.
Proof of charity registration or school fundraising marketing plan. Offer subject to approval by Stufflers.

Build a Friend
for Life

Brick Building Fundraisers

SCHOOL & FUNDRAISING EVENT KITS
These kits are designed to provide a school or registered charity with a great activity for the
kids and help you raise much needed money for your group.

300 Piece BRICK KITS

FREE

Builders Hats

Blocklers is a block/brick building company. These kits come with 300 plus pieces
and usually a combo kit that makes between 2 & 5 structures. We are like LEGO
but without the price tag. All bricks interchange with Lego. This is a unique way to
fundraise and we have kits in 3 general groups of BOYS, GIRLS and NEUTRAL. You only
pay per kit that you use*. These are equivalent to a Lego kit that sells for around $30 to
$70.
You should be able to sell these 300 pieces kits for between $18 and $29. You need to
commit to at least one of the packages below. Our minimum order is 50 kits*. Order
forms are available for you to send out prior to the event if it helps with pre-sales.
KITS $11.50 per kit for 100+ | $13 per kit for 70+ | $15 per kit for 50+
MINI FIGS $1 each for 100+ | $2 each for 50 +
FREE WITH EACH KIT Builders hats and Builders Certificates
DELIVERY $50 for orders 0-100 Kits or $100 for all other orders

FREE
Certificate

*Not available with any other
package or promotion.

*Not available with any other package or promotion. Includes: Kit,
Hat and Builders Certificates. Proof of charity registration or school
fundraising marketing plan. Offer subject to approval by Blocklers.

